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Plato Screen Video Recorder - is a video screen capture, screen recording tool used for
recording screen activity into standard AVI video files. If you move the cursor, launch a new
program, type some text, click a few buttons, or select some menus -- anything that you see
on your screen – Plato Screen Recorder Free will be able to record all these and even the
sound.

You can also use Plato Screen Video Recorder to develop videos to demonstrate features of
a new software, for creating movies used in user training, for tracking the progress of a
program that executes for a long time, or for recording the sequence of steps that cause the
occurrence of bugs in faulty software. You can also speak into the microphone while
recording is in progress to include audio with the recorded video.

Key Features

supports system-wide hotkeys to start, pause, stop screen recording.

Easy precision visual screen area or window selection.

Optional sound recording, with choices for recording quality.

Show flashing rectangle when screen recording or paused.

Capture in any screen color depth.

Multiple video compression choices.

Screen recorder recording frame rate and video compressor choices.

Screen recorder audio compressor choices.

Configure video compressor.

Mouse cursor recording can be turned on or off, true shape of the cursor is recorded.

Why Popular and Excellent of Plato Screen Video Recorder?

excellent Easy to Use :
No need any computer knowledge. As for me, a beginner, I can operate it easily. Just few
clicks help me capture the videos quickly.
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excellent Special Feature :
Download and Install it, Come up a very fresh and clean interface.Enjoy the comfortable
interface when using Plato Screen Video Recorder.

Comfortable Interface :
Output MPEG-4 / H264 iPod Classic , iPod Nano, iPod Touch video, iPhone video, and
Extract dvd movie audio to iPod playable mp3/aac/m4a audio.

System Requirements

OS:     Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista
Processor:     1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM:     256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk:     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card:     Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
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